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Pig

Dog Latin
Are Entirely Different

Latin and

Pig Latin, which la perhaps a
modern version of back slang, does
not depend solely on the reversing
of spelling or position of syllables
to cause the desired change Id pro
nunciatlon, advises a writer in the
Kansas City Star. The modern use
usually centers around one syllable
words beginning with one or more
consonants. The initial consonant
or consonant group is dropped from
the beginning of the word and added
to the end with the further addition
of “ay.”
Thus “scram” becomes
"amscray," “nix" becomes “ixnay”
and “dough" becomes “oday."
In
the examples given, the difficulty of
understanding is doubled by the fact
that not only Is the pronunciation
of the word entirely changed, but
also the use of this system on a
slang word necessitates for proper
interpretation a listener who is conversant with the original slang
word.
Dog Latin does not retain its
original implication of a corrupt
Latin, but is the name given to unother system of distorting English
In
words for the sake of secrecy.
dog Latin “olie” is to be disguised,
and "g” placed before the remainder of the word. Following this
system, “let me go" becomes “loIleget moliege goliego." If the listener makes
the proper allowance
for the sound of the inserted “olieg" and if the speaker does not talk
too fast, there Is little difficulty in
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